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Ways to improve efficiency Georgia’s Experience

Procurement system
• UNICEF Unified Procurement Mechanism;
• Increase in quantity through multi-year purchases;
• Legislation that provides opportunities to ensure transparency and free

competitive environment, through the electronic system of international
procurement;

• The use of the mechanism for the abolition of registration of those vaccines
that are registered in countries with a high level of control and also
prequalified by WHO;

• Use tools and methods to assess the capacity and performance of country
vaccine procurement system

Planning and forecasting
• Improve immunization informations systems by making use of e-health

applications, home-based records and using data for action
• System of monitoring and tracking

Immunization Infrastructure
• upgraded Cold chain system and increased capacities

Raise awareness
• mobile application for parents
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INTRODUCTION
After donor support of the state immunization program was completed, the 
challenges on the way for achayed stable domestic  financing and effective use 
allocated resource: 
qlimited resources
qCompeting priorities within and outside of health
qHighly constrained budgets for health
qBudget rigidities
qEffective use of existing resources

METHODS
Ways to improve efficiency are: implement effective procurement system, planning and 
forecasting system,  immunization Infrastructure, raise awareness of parents
RESULTS

q3 new vaccines have been introduced since 2012, including an ongoing demo project for 
one new vaccine, 

qcold chain infrastructure was renewed at central and regional levels, 
qan unified electronic vaccination recording system was introduced, 
qan unscheduled measles vaccination is underway, international financial obligations have 

been handed over completely,
q immunization budget has increased fivefold in the years 2012-2019

Conclusion:
The foundation of the success behind stable financing of immunization in Georgia is the 
transparency of financial resource consumption, active usage of international 
recommendations and mechanisms and Government’s political support
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Mobilization of resources and effective use 
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The new electronic system has been introduced for the
help of trace-ability of each child and individual
approach to children without vaccination too.

We have a module and an application that performs the
reminder function for parents.

It allows parents to have a complete picture not only of
the effectiveness of vaccination, but of possible
complications as well.

Through this program , the parent sees the child's
vaccine status with the help of the calendar.

The immunization module is part of health system that
implements effective state programs and ensures
systematization, transparency and reliability of statistics.

Government expenditure on routine vaccines in 2017 (in 
US$) *

5,467,731

Government expenditures on routine vaccines per 
surviving infant in 2017 (in US$)

107.2

Government expenditures on routine vaccines per capita 
in 2017 (in US$)

1.39

Domestic general government health expenditure (GGHE-
D) per capita in 2016 (in current US$) **

113

Domestic general government health expenditure (GGHE-
D) as percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2016 
(%) **

3.1

Domestic general government health expenditure (GGHE-
D) as percentage of general government expenditure 
(GGE) in 2016 (%) **

10.3

q The amendment was made in the Law of Georgia on Health that determined the list of
obligatory prophylactic vaccination. It has become mandatory to present a document
confirming immunization status at the start of the studding or the childcare process. The
implementation of the order will help create immune layers in the population and reduce
the spread of contagious diseases in the country.

q Georgia is actively involved in the European Regional Action Plan, based on the Global
Action Plan of Vaccines . Its purpose is eliminate or eradicate the contagious infections
with the help of vaccination.

q The Global Action Plan is in line with the vaccines named “Health Care 2020” program. It
is supporting action across government and society for health and well-being.

Defining the investment case
For mobilize and effectively utilize limited resources, it should be assessed
q The burden of the disease and its relevance to public health;
q Effectiveness and safety of vaccines;
q Requirements for supply and the possibility of introduction into practice;
q Cost;
q Economic efficiency;
q Cost affordability;
q Adequacy of vaccines and demand among the population.
Identifying the Stakeholders
Understanding the Stakeholders (motivators, barriers in obtaining their support)


